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Feb . 16

-- Monthly meeting, Fair Lawn Arts Center, 12-56 River Rd ., Fair Lawn,
N . J ., 8 p .m . Program : Sitting Helvetia issue . Guests welcome.

Mar . 11-13 -- BEPEX club competitions.
Helvetia at BEPEX
Helvetia members are contributing heavily to next month's BEPEX as committeemen, exhibitors and award givers . Walter Reimann is serving as both BEPEX vice
president and awards chairman . Benjamin Wood is program chairman . Among the additional
active committeemen is Werner Vogel.
At Helvetia ' s January meeting five members indicated that they plan to enter
individual exhibits . This is the minimum number of exhibitors necessary for the society
to qualify for the new BEPEX club competition . A trophy will go to the club with the
highest total of points awarded to the exhibits entered by its members . Additional
exhibitors and exhibits will increase a club's chances of gaining the highest point
total .
On Helvetia's Feb . 16 meeting program will be the selection of 16 pages from
members' collections for the two-frame society entry in the traditional BEPEX club competition . Since no more than two pages can come from any one member, at least eight
members must bring pages for the exhibit . Helvetia has won this club award every year
since 1967 . In addition, Helvetia is donating the new award plaque for this club competition . The society retired the old plaque last year.
Finally, Helvetia will again award a trophy for the best Swiss exhibit at
BEPEX, a wooden plate with the cantonal shields painted in color around the rim.
Pomex Quizzes Members on Rayon Stamps
Using colored slides, Stephen Pomex asked members at the January meeting to
rate the value of some 25 different copies of the Rayon II stamp, based on their different conditions . To keep members on their philatelic toes, he showed two forgeries
and one stamp twice . With this newsletter is a coded sheet that Steve prepared so each
member can privately compare his ratings with those of other members . The ratings are
expressed as the percentages of catalog value that each member was willing to pay for
each stamp .

